
A Diplomatic Communique

Spring, 1901

Dearest ______:

It is our greatest honour to present you with our understanding of recent
diplomatic developments across the continent. As they say, the best and
the bravest and the boldest and the brightest have long understood that
first is the worst and . All the others, well, they haven’t
quite caught on to that yet. To that end, we have made every effort to
double check these findings and can certify to you _________________
that they are accurate. We played out some war games based on this
information, and we believe you are well-positioned as a great power,
though you would do well to know how things will resolve in the end. The
information reads as follows:

1. One power had to crush some Eurovision pirates, and has moved its
navy accordingly.

2. We are aware of recent skirmishes in and around the Hofkirche. We
expect more of the same in that regard. We anticipate that the conflict
will become particularly bloody soon. It is not clear who has the
advantage.

3. We believe the one power seeks to expand their Empire into cities
and regions of industrial value and global renown, and has gained
. It is our understanding that they seek this value to the West,
____________________ against a different power, and not Passion
Bearer Saint , as we previously believed.



4. The have firmly finished their campaign to conquer a certain
famously unfortunate nation, and they have begun the retreat to pray
at a building named after a Doctor of the Church (33_-3 9).

5. One power has made movements to crush the use of
languages in a neighbouring ____________. They want to
enforce the adoption of a _____________ script. Typical
pan-_______ bravado.

6. The are preparing for a swift and decisive war to the South.
Parisian forces are heading definitively south, and their navy seems
keen on blockading Iberia into submission.

7. One power is attempting to cross the mountaintops, where they have
heard of chocolate. Seeing as _____ ___________ war
elephants ________________________ we have a hard time
believing it will go well for them. We don’t even think they’re allowed
to do that.

8. One power is supposed to be mobilizing for war, as it were, but they
decided to go on a field trip and look at Renaissance paintings while
sipping wine. It is not clear why they seek to do so. Typical.

9. We received a message from the Uncle of Europe asking for help in
locating the _____ monster. We’re not sure why he asked
us, but he did report that his navy travelled a bit too far in that
direction and is currently lost in the middle of nowhere.

10. One particularly annoying power still has hopes to unify the Empire
of Charlemagne and Charles V, and has begun a new offensive
campaign to the north, where they have heard of rhapsodic melodies.

11. We are not sure why in hell they are doing this, but the
are looking for what a local storyteller described as the best pudding



this side of Heaven. It will surely be helpful in fighting the ----------------
Monster.

12. A different world power wished to get drunk, and followed a sign
pointing to liquor in a neighbouring province. They are to be sorely
disappointed.

13. One power desires flexibility, and has made naval movements that
give them immediate access to two major sites of ancient civilizations
they don’t yet control.

Your Obedient Servant.


